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Background
 One of three pathways of pathogen 

transmission – direct, indirect, by air

 Droplet (>5um) and droplet nuclei (<5um)

 Examples of airborne pathogens:
 MTB

 Neisseria meningitidis

 Staphylococcus aureus (incl. MRSA)

 Influenza viruses

 Measles

 Aspergillus species

 Pneumocystis carinii



Airborne/Droplet Transmission

The Aerobiological Pathway for Transmission of 

Communicable Respiratory Disease

A: Source, B: Transport and Dispersion, C: Deposition
By Roy C and Milton DK, New Engl J Med, 2004



Interventions
 Airborne transmission interventions 

focus on:

 Individual care givers (face masks, 

respirators, PAPRs)

 Environmental controls (dilution through air 

exchange, air filtration/purification

 HEPA filtration is current gold standard

 New technologies are being introduced:

 Combination with UV-light treatments, 

photochemical processes etc.



Objective

 To assess the efficacy of a novel Mobile 

Air Purification System (MAPS) in a 

clinical setting:

 Establish a spatial model (head of bed, foot 

of bed, exit) of airborne bacterial burden and 

particle size distribution in a patient room 

during routine care.

 Determine the reduction in airborne bacterial 

burden due to MAPS.



Methodology
 Aerobiotix Illuvia 500uv system:

 High-volume air purification system:

○ HEPA filtration, 

○ zirconium-based photochemical oxidation,

○ germicidal ultraviolet irradiation,

○ 450 CFM air exchange.

 Air sampling (Andersen 6-stage) at head of 
bed, foot of bed, and exit.

 20 minute sampling time pre- and post-MAPS 
use with in between wash-out phase (at least 8 
air exchange in room) during routine care

 Count of bacterial growth on blood agar plates 
(CFU)

 Paired t-test (p<0.05)



Impact of MAPS on Bacterial Air 

Burden by Location and Particle Size
Baseline 

Mean

# of Colonies 

(sd)

MAPS Run 

Mean

# of Colonies 

(sd)

Difference 

(sd)

p-value*

Head (Bed)

< 4.7μm 6.4 (7.7) 3 (4.5) -3.4 (5.4) <0.0001

> 4.7μm 8.7 (7.2) 7.1 (7.8) -1.7 (7) 0.0622

Total 7.2 (0.9) 4.4 (0.6) -2.8 (5.1) <0.0001

Foot (Bed)

< 4.7μm 7.2 (10.9) 3.2 (4.6) -4.0 (8.8) 0.0005

> 4.7μm 13.4 (16.5) 9.7 (13.2) -3.7 (13.1) 0.0278

Total 9.3 (1.4) 5.3 (0.9) -4.0 (8.6) 0.0005

Exit/Entrance

< 4.7μm 7.4 (13.8) 3.3 (4.2) -4.1 (11.6) 0.0066

> 4.7μm 10.4 (13.2) 8 (12.2) -2.4 (8.6) 0.0301

Total 8.4 (1.5) 4.9 (0.7) -3.5 (9.7) 0.0051

All Locations

< 4.7μm 10.9 (10.8) 8.3 (10.0) -2.6 (8.1) 0.0128

> 4.7μm 7 (10.4) 3.2 (4.1) -3.8 (7.7) 0.0002

Total 8.3 (9.6) 4.9 (5.7) -3.4 (6.9) 0.0002

*p-values based on paired t-tests



Reduction of Bacterial Air Burden by MAPS 

by Air Sampler Stages (All Locations)
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Findings

 The MAPS reduced the airborne bacterial 

burden by 41%.

 Reduction was evenly distributed 

throughout the patient room.

 Both particle sizes (< and > 4.7um) showed 

significant decreases.

 Impact was highest in small particle group.

 MAPS was well tolerated by patients and 

staff.



Conclusions
 The MAPS led to a significant reduction 

in bacterial air burden throughout a 

patient room during routine care.

 Outcome measures are needed to better 

define impact on airborne pathogen 

transmission.

 Field tests may provide a more realistic 

assessment of the reductions 

achievable by MAPS. 


